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The Geography of Egypt Note Sheet 
 

What major geographic features were found in/around Egypt?  
             

              

 
I Geography of Egypt: 

A. The Nile River:  

1. Located on the continent of    in present day Egypt and Sudan. 

2. The     river sn the longest in the world at     long. 

a. That is the distance between New York and the western coast of Alaska. 

3. The    and   Niles are the source of the Nile River 

4. The Nile flows from the      to the      and 

empties into the Mediterranean Sea.  

5.    : Southern section of Egypt where the 

elevation is higher. 

6.    : Northern section of Egypt where the 

elevation is low and the Nile empties into the Mediterranean 

Sea.  

7. At the end of the Nile in the north, the river splits into several streams that flow into the 

Mediterranean Sea. This area is known as a delta.  

a. Delta:           

            

B. Gifts of the Nile: 

1. Every spring the Nile floods and leaves rich fertile sediment known as silt. 

a. Silt:            

2. Silt is then used for     and making    . 

3.    : Plant that was used to make paper, boats, and writing 

instruments 

4. Water of the Nile is used for: 

a.      -ditches and 

canals 



b.    : The Nile was known as the “A Highway for Trade”  

c. Drinking/cooking 

d. Bathing/cleaning 

e.       

C.      “the black land” 

1. Ancient Egyptians referred the      left by the Nile’s floods as 

Kemet. Very good for farming. 

2. Egyptians learned the seasons of the floods and didn’t have to worry about flash floods 

like the Mesopotamians.  

D. Sahara and Eastern Deserts:  

1. The ancient Egyptians referred to these areas as 

the “    ” 

2. The     lay to the west of the 

Nile River. 

3. The     lay to the east of 

the Nile River. 

4. These two deserts served no use other than      for foreign 

invaders. 

Describe what the conditions are like in the Sahara Desert.  
            

             

 


